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the good news is that copernic offers a dozen tools for indexing and searching email messages. it doesn't require a plug-in for a specific version of outlook or activesync (it can be
used with gmail, hotmail, exchange, and even outlook 2007 and 2010.) its free. for free. for life. for one million searchable, indexed documents. for disaster recovery or continuity of

operations. from a company that delivers on its promises, you have to give copernic's licensing a thumbs up. the desktop search space is flooded with licensed search options.
windows search is free. copernic is your most inexpensive and unrestricted way to keep your index refreshed and indexed. its solid. its fast. its excellent. most importantly, it

delivers on its promises. unlike locate32, or windowss built-in search, or google, or googles desktop search, etc., you don't need to wait for a desktop search utility to index; you can
simply delete the.sis files. in fact, you can do that, and then use copernic to search. you don't need to pay to obtain the free product. you don't need to feel anxious. you get the
time-tested, feature-rich experience of copernic in a time-tested, time-saving fashion. the learning curve is steep, but the product delivers the promise. then copernic went on to

offer integration with various windows components. it can index and make search suggestions from your calendar, your contacts, your email messages, your browser history, your
notes, and your files. copernic even introduced a widget that displays the text you type in a search box, allowing you to do searches within a window so you can easily move it to

your desktop as a shortcut to an easy-to-reach file.
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overall, copernic is a robust, free, and reliable
desktop search tool that is the perfect partner for

those who need an integrated search solution. if you
aren't sure whether you have a full version or a trial
version, it pays to investigate. the trial is limited to
50 indexed files and only one search. if you don't

like it, you only need to upgrade the software to get
the full functionality. if you have copernic installed,
you must remove the trial version before installing

the full version. copernic agent professional is
certainly a definite contender against google

desktop search and other free desktop search tools.
externally, copernic is a superb program, with a well-
designed interface and intuitive search suggestions.

its database is a mixed bag, with the basic query
terms covered by lingo, tms, and lucene. there's
little to no coverage for tech specs or all text. the

lack of coverage for certain terms can be
frustrating, especially if you're working with

technical documents. we know other people are
working on better indexing software, so it would be
nice to see some of those features come down the
pipeline. overall, copernic is an excellent tool, with
just a couple of flaws. although not flawless, we still
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had a lot of fun finding documents with copernic.
the desktop search feature is lightning fast, and

indexing is fast and reliable. the biggest issue is that
there is no easy way to access other features

without quitting the program. file merging, improved
pdf support, indexed email, and other major

functionality simply isn't available. if you have a
separate work and personal computer, consider

creating a separate account for copernic. for those
that don't mind starting their search from scratch,
copernic is a great tool for indexing and searching

on the fly. 5ec8ef588b
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